OSD ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTION

CANCELLATION NOTICE

CANCELLATIONS (See below)  December 9, 1994

The following Administrative Instructions have served the purpose for which they were intended and are no longer required. Remove and destroy:

AI C-4  "Safeguarding the Single Integrated Operational Plan (U),” July 18, 1968

AI 10  "Physical Examinations - Civilian Motor Vehicle Operators,” August 4, 1975

AI 38  "Labor Management Relations,” March 23, 1972

AI 51  "Part-Time Career Employment Program,” December 31, 1980

AI 73  "Upward Mobility for Civilian Employees, GS-9 and Below,” Jan 22, 1982

EFFECTIVE DATE

The above cancellations are effective immediately.

JAMES L. ELMER
Director
Correspondence and Directives